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● Two invited talks this Friday, April 12

○ Solving Real-World Tasks with AI Agents (by Shuyan Zhou, CMU)

○ Instruction tuning for LLMs (by Yizhong Wang, UW)

Announcements

https://shuyanzhou.github.io/
https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~yizhongw/


IKEA furniture assembly

Assembly instructions

Assembled chair



Planning with tools

Assembly instructions

Assembled chair

Step-by-step plans

Tool set



Grounding plans into actions in physical world

Assembly instructions

Assembled chair

Step-by-step plans

Tool set

Grounding

https://www.ikea.com/us/en/customer-service/services/taskrabbit-and-ikea-partnership-pubddab78f4



Lego building in physical world

Building instructions
Finished steamroller!

https://www.lego.com/en-us/service/buildinginstructions/60401

Building environments

Grounding



Computer tasks in digital world
Task instruction: how do I change my Mac desktop background?

macOS w. new wallpaper!

https://support.apple.com/en-hk/guide/mac-help/mchlp3013/mac

macOS environment

Control instructions



Grounding plans into actions in digital world
Task instruction: how do I change my Mac desktop background?

macOS w. new wallpaper!

https://support.apple.com/en-hk/guide/mac-help/mchlp3013/mac

macOS environment

Control instructions

Grounding

keyboardmouse

Actions



Can LLMs/VLMs be used for these tasks?
Yes and No!



Can LLMs/VLMs be used for these tasks?
Yes and No!

ChatGPT is able to generate step-by-step plans

Control instructions

Task instruction: 
how do I change my Mac desktop background?



Can LLMs/VLMs be used for these tasks?
Yes and No!

However, ChatGPT cannot execute tasks on your Mac by grounding plans into actions.

Grounding

keyboardmouse

Actions

macOS w. new wallpaper!



Can LLMs/VLMs be used for these tasks?
Yes and No!

At times, ChatGPT also cannot generate step-by-step plans w.o interacting in the environment



Solution: LLMs/VLMs as agents

Response

LLMs/VLMs
as Agents

Users

Instruction
SQL/Python code
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table
API calls
ShopAPI({“name”: “shoes”})
Web/App controls
CLICK_COORDS(100, 100)
Robotic controls
grasp(speed=1, force=5.0)

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
Physical world

…

Actions Environments

Observation

Toolkit

Tool using



Wait…what is an intelligent agent?

https://cs.brynmawr.edu/Courses/cs372/spring2012/slides/02_IntelligentAgents.pdf



What are sensors/percepts and effectors/actions?

https://cs.brynmawr.edu/Courses/cs372/spring2012/slides/02_IntelligentAgents.pdf



LLMs/VLMs as agents

https://cs.brynmawr.edu/Courses/cs372/spring2012/slides/02_IntelligentAgents.pdf

LLMs/VLMs as 
brains of agents

Camera/screenshots…

Robots/interpreters…

Computer, mobile, data, 
physical world…



LLMs/VLMs as agents

https://cs.brynmawr.edu/Courses/cs372/spring2012/slides/02_IntelligentAgents.pdf
Code as Policies: Language Model Programs for Embodied Control

Robotic physical world



LLMs/VLMs as agents

https://cs.brynmawr.edu/Courses/cs372/spring2012/slides/02_IntelligentAgents.pdf

SQL/Python code
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table
API calls
ShopAPI({“name”: “shoes”})
Web/App controls
CLICK_COORDS(100, 100)
Robotic controls
grasp(speed=1, force=5.0)

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
Physical world

…

Actions

Environments



LLMs/VLMs as agents

● Abstract user instructions
● Utilize tools to expand capacities
● Explore complex unseen environments
● Multiple step planning and reasoning
● Follow feedback and self debug

Response

LLMs/VLMs
as Agents

Users

Instruction
SQL/Python code
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table
API calls
ShopAPI({“name”: “shoes”})
Web/App controls
CLICK_COORDS(100, 100)
Robotic controls
grasp(speed=1, force=5.0)
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Why LLMs/VLMs as agents?
Current popular interfaces

Users

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
…

Digital world
1. Programming languages

2. Graphical user interfaces



Why LLMs/VLMs as agents?
Problems with current popular interfaces

Users

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
…

Digital world
1. Programming languages

2. Graphical user interfaces

👎Hard to learn

👎Complex to use



Why LLMs/VLMs as agents?

● Abstract user instructions
● Utilize tools to expand capacities
● Explore complex unseen environments
● Multiple step planning and reasoning
● Follow feedback and self debug

Response

LLMs/VLMs
as Agents

Users

Instruction
SQL/Python code
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table
API calls
ShopAPI({“name”: “shoes”})
Web/App controls
CLICK_COORDS(100, 100)
Robotic controls
grasp(speed=1, force=5.0)

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
Physical world

…

Actions Environments

Observation

LLMs/VLMs as agents enable users to interact with environments through natural language, 
making the process more intuitive and accessible.



LLMs/VLMs as agents

● Abstract user instructions
● Utilize tools to expand capacities
● Explore complex unseen environments
● Multiple step planning and reasoning
● Follow feedback and self debug

Response

LLMs/VLMs
as Agents

Users

Instruction
SQL/Python code
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table
API calls
ShopAPI({“name”: “shoes”})
Web/App controls
CLICK_COORDS(100, 100)
Robotic controls
grasp(speed=1, force=5.0)

Data
Webs/Apps

Mobile/Desktop
Physical world

…

Actions Environments

Observation

Key research direction: transforming (“grounding”) language instructions into code or 
actions executable in real-world environments



OSWorld: Benchmarking Multimodal Agents for 
Open-Ended Tasks in Real Computer Environments

Project website: https://os-world.github.io  

https://os-world.github.io


OSWorld task examples
Task instruction 1: Update the bookkeeping sheet with my recent transactions over the past few days in the provided folder.

Task Instruction 2: monitor the system CPU for 30s and output the results

pyautogui.click(focus_x, focus_y) Donepyautogui.click(terminal_x, terminal_y) pyautogui.typewrite('sar 1 30 > …', interval=0.5)



OSWorld agent task definition

Task Instruction
(See examples above)

input Agent
(e.g., GPT-4V)

Final State

Task Initial State Setup Config

a11y-treescreenshot

keyboardmouse

Action

Observation

input

predict

task initial env state setup get env state

OSWorld Environment

InterfacesArbitrary AppsOS Execution-based 
Evaluation



OSWorld agent task action space

Task Instruction
(See examples above)

input Agent
(e.g., GPT-4V)

Final State

Task Initial State Setup Config

a11y-treescreenshot

keyboardmouse

Action

Observation

input

predict

task initial env state setup get env state

OSWorld Environment

InterfacesArbitrary AppsOS Execution-based 
Evaluation

Some examples of the 
mouse and keyboard actions



OSWorld agent task evaluation

Task Instruction
(See examples above)

input Agent
(e.g., GPT-4V)

Final State

Task Initial State Setup Config

a11y-treescreenshot

keyboardmouse

Action

Observation

input

predict

task initial env state setup get env state

OSWorld Environment

InterfacesArbitrary AppsOS Execution-based 
Evaluation



OSWorld environment

Virtual Machine
Control Receiver

Virtual Machine Platform

Task 
Manager

Setup
Interpreter

Evaluation
Interpreter

Simulator

screen capture 
accessibility tree

Getter

Metrics

Set-up

Virtual Machine
Control Receiver

VM 1

…

Agent

Coordinator

Reward 

Config

by executing eval scripts

vmrun commands,
Flask commands

status, files, infos…

{ "instruction": "Please update my bookkeeping sheet with the 
recent transactions from the provided folder, detailing my expenses 
over the past few days.",
  "config": [{"type": "download",
      "parameters": {"files": [
{"path": "/home/user/Desktop/my_bookkeeping.xlsx", 
 "url": "https://drive.google.com/uc?id=xxxx"}, 
{"path": "/home/user/Desktop/receipt_0.jpeg", 
 "url": "https://drive.google.com/uc?id=xxxx"},…]}},
    {"type": "open",
      "parameters": {  "path": 
"/home/user/Desktop/my_bookkeeping.xlsx"}}],
   "evaluator": {"postconfig": [{"type": "activate_window",
      "parameters": {"window_name": "my_bookkeeping.xlsx - 
LibreOffice Calc",... ],
    "result": {"type": "vm_file",
      "path": "/home/user/Desktop/my_bookkeeping.xlsx",
      "dest": "my_bookkeeping.xlsx"},
    "expected": {"type": "cloud_file",
      "path": "https://drive.google.com/uc?id=xxx",
      "dest": "my_bookkeeping_gold.xlsx" },
    "func": "compare_table",
    "options": {
      "rules": [{
          "type": "sheet_fuzzy",
          "sheet_idx0": "RNSheet1",
          "sheet_idx1": "ENSheet1",
          "rules": [ {"range": [ "A1:A8",... }]}]
}

observations

actions

VM

Postprocess

Virtual Machine
Controller



OSWorld benchmark dataset



OSWorld benchmark dataset



LLM/VLM agent baselines
● LLMs and VLMs from Mixtral and 

CogAgent (open-source), and GPT4, 
Gemini-pro, and Claude-3 
(closed-source) as agents.

● Prompt details (see right - much more 
complex prompting pipelines) 

● Temperature of 1.0 and top-p of 0.9

● Providing the most recent 3 observations 
and actions as history context for each 
step.



Input settings for LLM/VLM agent baselines
● Accessibility tree
● Screenshot
● Screenshot + accessibility tree
● Set-of-Marks

Set-of-Marks
Accessibility tree



Results of LLM/VLM agent baselines



Analysis of LLM/VLM agent baselines
● Analysis example 1: VLM agents struggle with perturbation of position and size of application 

windows and irrelevant information.

● See paper for more interesting analysis.



Success case of LLM/VLM agent baselines


